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Abstract: Theory and studiess of pair progrramming tell thhat in
projects wheree pair program
mming technique is used, quallity of
code is higherr than in those where code is developed by single
s
developers. To
T verify thiss hypothesis, we conductedd an
experiment inn which a paair of program
mmers developped a
complex moddule over a tw
wo-month periood. The numbeer of
reported bugss in this module was comparred with numbber of
reported bugss in modules off similar compplexity developeed by
single developpers. Finally, long
l
term com
mmercial benefi
fits of
pair programm
ming are discusssed.
Key words: paair, programminng, extreme, quuality, productivvity

1. INTRODU
UCTION
n only importaant to
In softwarre development projects, it is not
create new appplication moduules with great functionality, but
b it
is also equallly important too assure easy maintenance,
m
w
which
includes bug fixes
f
and code refactoring.
r
Company Perpetuum Mobile,
M
whosse main areaas of
expertise are Internet
I
technollogies and portaals, conducts a longterm project of developiing software for web coontent
management. Many of the coompany's develoopers participatted in
this project. Most
M complex modules
m
were deeveloped entireely by
one person. Maintaining thhese modules has proved to
t be
difficult, becaause the personn that developeed a certain moodule
was most of the
t time engageed in developinng a new moduule or
maintain anothher existing onne. In order to avoid
a
situationss like
these, we deccided to carry out an experiiment of usingg pair
programming during develoopment of onee complex moodule.
w would analyzze results and decide about posssible
Afterwards, we
changes in thee development process.
p
Pair progrramming is onee of several extreme program
mming
techniques. Thhis technique requires
r
that tw
wo developers work
together on a single computeer (Roodyn, 2004). One of theem is
writing a codee, and he is called the driver. Another one, called
c
observer or naavigator, is justt sitting aside, examining
e
the work
of the driver, watching for errors
e
and consttantly reviewinng the
b the driver. Driver and naavigator periodiically
code written by
change their rooles. It is reallyy important thatt the navigator is
i not
just passivelyy watching thee process. Instead he shoulld be
actively involved in the proocess of creatinng code by thinnking
w
could be done
and communiccating with thee driver about what
differently (M
McConnell, 20044).
Pair progrramming enablees the companyy to avoid situaations
where only one
o
person is familiar with the code of some
module. Thatt was the mainn reason that Perpetuum Mobile
M
decided to exxperiment with pair programm
ming. If two peeople
work togetheer on one taskk, it is easierr for the team
m to
compensate when
w
an expertt who developeed the code caannot
work on it anny longer. Thhis benefit can be even greatter in
bigger teams where
w
it is possible to changee pairs several times
t
during the prooject, during thhe developmennt of certain task or
even during thhe day regardleess whether thee task is finisheed or
not. This enabbles the distribuution of project-specific knowlledge
among the team.
t
Apart from project-rrelated knowledge,
developers naaturally share other
o
technical knowledge adoopted

t
free timee, because they work more closely andd
in their
com
mmunicate morre compared tto the situations when theyy
deveelop code individually.

2. PAIR
P
PROGR
RAMMING A
ANALYSIS
Among
A
all extreme proggramming tecchniques, pairr
prog
gramming raisees most concerrns. Working in
n pairs can bee
seen
n as a time loss, especially inn situations wh
hen it is highlyy
impo
ortant to finish functionality aas soon as posssible, no matterr
if co
ode quality is lower. If no studies are an
nalyzed and noo
expeeriment has beeen done, the exppected presump
ption is that pairr
prog
gramming requuires almost tw
wice as much tiime then whenn
deveelopers are worrking alone. Thhis can be true if we comparee
only
y code writing, but if we com
mpare time speent on analysis,,
desig
gn and program
mming itself, itt is possible forr pairs to finishh
the job
j in 40-50% of the time neeeded by two sin
ngle developerss
(Willliams et al., 20000).
This
T
can be exxplained by thee fact that grou
up IQ is biggerr
than
n the sum of IQ
Qs of individuaals in the grou
up (Williams &
Stern
nberg, 1988). Developers
D
worrking in a pair usually designn
solu
utions far betterr than those of individual dev
velopers, due too
theirr combined exxperience and creativity. Peo
ople who havee
tried
d pair programm
ming testify thaat when workin
ng in pairs, theyy
feel much greater confidence
c
in ttheir solutions and they enjoyy
p
much m
more. Confiden
nce and joy aree
the development process
two very good mootivational factoors in a creativ
ve job such ass
prog
gramming.
Continuous
C
codde reviewing reesults in quality
y code. Duringg
the process
p
of codinng, bugs still apppear, but are found
f
and fixedd
early
y on in the deveelopment proceess.
The
T following conditions neeed to be met prrior to applyingg
pair programming technique:
t
•
Pair mem
mbers have to aagree with pairr programmingg
concepts
•
They have to be willinng to work with a particularr
partner annd the communnication betweeen them has too
be good
•
Technologgy knowledge oof developers in
i a pair has too
be compparable. If oone experiencced and onee
inexperiennced member w
work together in a pair, theyy
can establlish a good menntoring relation
nship, but theirr
different levels
l
of expeerience are nott conducive too
productivee pair programm
ming.

3. CASE
C
STUDY
Y DESCRIPT
TION
3.1 Case
C
study goaals
We
W wanted too use this casee study of complex modulee
deveelopment to gain practiccal experience with pairr
prog
gramming. Baseed on that expeerience we wan
nted to evaluatee
the usability of paair programminng for the currrent long term
m
projeect or other futuure company prrojects. The evaaluation shouldd
be done
d
for all speecific project activities: analysis, applicationn
desig
gn, UI design, coding,
c
testing,, refactoring and
d bug fixing.

3.2 Module functionality
In this case study we developed a membership module with
applied policies and rights. Both users and groups can be
members of an unlimited number of groups. For each group and
user, policies define which actions are generally allowed,
denied or not set. Besides policies, it is possible to set rights to
perform actions on specific objects in the application. Just as
policies, rights can be allowed, denied or not set. If a policy or
right is not defined for the specific object, it is inherited from
the parent object. If a policy or right is not defined for a user or
group, it is inherited from the parent group.
Membership module was supposed to work fast enough in
order not to disturb normal working of the application.
Technology used in the whole project, including this
module was: MS VB.NET & MS SQL server.
3.3 Acceptance of pair programming
Participants in this experiment were two developers that
have been involved in the project from its beginnings, but did
not have any experience in pair programming, neither in this
project, nor any other.
One of them was keen to experience pair programming
while the other did not see any advantages at the beginning of
the experiment. It can be explained by the fact that the two
developers were familiar with the technology used to a different
extent. Still, no one refused to participate in the experiment,
because it was a group decision to try it and it has been defined
as an experiment with limited duration – until the membership
module is finished.
3.4 Working environment
Most of the time, pair was sitting alone in the room.
Occasionally, the team leader worked in the same room, but
didn’t interfere.
3.5 Duration
Experiment was conducted during the period of two
calendar months. During this period, no other tasks were taken
by these individuals – no bug fixing and no code refactoring of
other modules, so the pair could work on the task the entire day.
Pair programming is a skill just as programming itself, and as
any other skill, the more it is practiced, the better it is
developed. It took about two weeks before pair developers
started to feel an acceptable level of comfort in their ability.

4. RESULTS
Some results in this section were measured objectively
(working hours, number of reported bugs). Other results are
observations of pair developers and the team leader. In the
second case, opinions before and after the experiment were
compared.
Other colleagues were informed about the experiment. No
one told them they shouldn’t disturb the pair. Still, that is what
happened - the amount of disturbance coming from the working
environment decreased. This is one of the reasons the pair
seemed to be more productive in this working mode.
The other reason is the working behavior of the individuals
in the pair. Development velocity is never 100%, but usually
somewhere between 70-80% (Pilone & Miles, 2008). However,
when developers worked as a pair, they were more focused on
the task during the work day. It is exhausting to maintain such a
high level of concentration during the day, and this is why the
number of hours worked during the experimental period
slightly dropped.
Developers have shown greater willingness to try pair
programming at the end of the experiment then at the
beginning. This can be explained by the feel-good factor when
working in pairs (Muller & Padberg 2004). At the beginning,

they felt uncomfortable because their partner was observing
them all the time. But at the end, they were used to working
together and felt comfortable working in pairs. They also
described it as a very positive experience.
The quality of code produced in this experiment was greater
than the code for other modules produced individually by the
same developers forming the pair. In fact, this module was the
module with the smallest number of reported bugs in the entire
application. Furthermore, both individuals felt comfortable in
module code refactoring performed later on, during the project.
Both agreed that the code of this module with the completely
implemented functionality was smaller and easier to read then
in case of some other modules (Bipp et al., 2008).
Pair developers, even those working in the same team from
the begging of the project, had different working styles before
the experiment. After the experiment, their styles were still
different, but much more similar than before, so developers
understood code written by each other much better.

5. CONCLUSION
We are aware that this experiment would have been better
if more people, ie. pair programmers had participated in it by
doing different tasks of various levels of complexity. Further
studies should include the development of the same modules by
pair programmers and single developers in the same time to
obtain more significant results. Even so, this case study was
valuable to us. Analysis of the results of this experiment has
shown that in our case it would be good to use pair
programming for development of modules with complex
business logic. In scenarios like this we think that among all
project activities, greatest benefits can be achieved in analysis,
application design, coding and refactoring.
In developing small, simple modules and activities such as
user interface design, testing and bug fixing, single developers
should be used.
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